I. Introduction
Piracy is a crime which violates international law and over which any state may exercise its national jurisdiction. It continues to be a threat to international shipping mainly because of the prosecutions have usually failed and so it means that it is a collective problem for the international community. The main reason is the lack of uniformity in the regulation referring to piracy that can end in controversial or directly opposite decisions. There have been several different ideas about prosecuting pirates in front of international or at least partly international courts, but the reality is that these cases and the perpetrators usually end up in front of a national court. Some years ago 'catch and release' was a typical strategy as nobody really wanted to prosecute pirates, but by now it is not that huge problem than it used to be, though, in this case, the increasing number of prosecution poses new challenges to states.
The aim of this paper is to briefly present the obstacles and hardships that shall be taken into account when prosecuting the offenders of this crime. In the second chapter I present the basic jurisdictional dilemmas, especially the unique character of this crime from the aspect of enforcement jurisdiction, therefore we can understand why it is so important to emphasize the prosecution of pirates. Then, in the following chapter, the investigation is in focus as it is the key element to successful proceedings. The last chapter analyzes the problems around the trial: the question of transfer, the costs, the human rights aspects and how the pirates serve the punishment.
II. Dilemmas of jurisdiction
When one tries to discover what obstacles are in the way of a successful prosecution, the problem of jurisdiction is the first to begin with.
According to the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of Sea (UN-CLOS), the prosecution of the suspects is not an obligation, but the Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts against the Safety of Maritime Navigation (SUA Convention) requires from the state parties to take steps and try these people. 1 Though it is not the aim of this paper to discuss the definition, but it must be mentioned that the problem starts here as there is a difference between piracy and armed robbery at sea. This paper deals with the first one mainly as the second one is more difficult to define in a standard way that most of the nations accept and in case of functioning states it is even more difficult to apply these rules. I don't attempt to define or deal with the sensitive issue of maritime terrorism on highs seas which is also very complicated to separate from traditional piracy as the definition and the regulation referring to terrorism itself are very complex and have a delicate nature.
However, the question arises, who can prosecute pirates? Since we know that states can regulate this question within their national laws which can lead to differences and it also happens that states don't criminalize piracy at all, instead they rely on the definition provided by the UNCLOS.
2 Therefore, to start, it ----------1 Article 105 of the UNCLOS, Article 3 of the SUA Convention 2 E.g. the United Kingdom must be examined if piracy is an international crime or not as it seems to be a well-known fact that it is an international crime and the only one that traditionally invokes universal jurisdiction. It prima facie seems to be an easy question to answer, we have the Article 101 of the UNCLOS 3 that defines this crime, but if we look at the previous documents, the travaux preparatoires on which the UNCLOS is based, it doesn't seem to be that obvious anymore. The Harvard Draft Convention, which is the basic document, expressly states that if an incident of piracy happens, it is the domestic law which prosecutes the perpetrators. 4 If we look at the piracy regulation of the UNCLOS
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, it has that specific nature that is very common in public international law, the lex imperfecta, so that it defines piracy and the conduct that constitutes it, we have the hypothesis and the disposition but we lack the sanction. 6 The aim of the rules is to help us navigate among jurisdictional principles as this is a special crime where states exercise extraterritorial jurisdiction.
So we can conclude that piracy is not an international crime (like genocide for example), but rather a crime that violates international law. Therefore states are in charge of prosecuting the perpetrators based on municipal law, so they can regulate this crime in different ways, which has its own risks as they can extend this definition (referring originally only to high seas) to their own territorial waters as well like Japan or Kenya.
7 Unfortunately this invokes another problem, namely that most of the judges have never faced the prosecution of this crime before. In order to evade this problem special piracy chambers started to operate in regional states that apply their domestic law. So prosecutions must happen based on national laws, but are national laws able to handle the prosecutions? The typical cases cited here are the Ahmed and Hashi cases. 8 In the two similar cases the Kenyan court reached opposite conclusions in connection with ----------3 'Piracy consists of any of the following acts: 61 (a) any illegal acts of violence or detention, or any act of depredation, committed for private ends by the crew or the passengers of a private ship or a private aircraft, and directed: (i) on the high seas, against another ship or aircraft, or against persons or property on board such ship or aircraft; (ii) against a ship, aircraft, persons or property in a place outside the jurisdiction of any State; (b) any act of voluntary participation in the operation of a ship or of an aircraft with knowledge of facts making it a pirate ship or aircraft; (c) any act of inciting or of intentionally facilitating an act described in subparagraph (a) or (b 9 So there can be different outcomes even within one state that leads to controversy and raises the question of fairness.
III. Technical Problems of Investigation
Besides the above-mentioned jurisdictional dilemmas, investigation is a very important contributing factor to a successful law enforcement. Searching aboard, collecting evidence and getting the necessary information from witnesses and victims are key elements of this process in order to prosecute perpetrators effectively.
10 By having the evidence, we are provided information about the weapons and capacity perpetrators have which could lead to successful prevention and self-defence.
11 However, gathering evidence on sea under such extraordinary circumstances is complicated, therefore it is essential to reveal the difficulties of this process.
In their study Henri Fouche and Jacques Meyer ran a survey by asking participants of the investigation in order to discover the main issues investigators face when they have to collect physical evidence 12 . They found that because of the special circumstances the problems start as early as they visit the crime scene, it is not easy to get aboard with a team of investigators not to mention their equipment which can be used only in a limited way 13 , so they must consider well what to take with themselves on board as nothing is easy to access from a vessel and even if they could, there is a limited space to apply these tools, so they must plan every step beforehand 14 . Apart from the technical problems, we must take human factors into consideration: after an attack, the crew usually continues shipping until the next port, ---------- so they can't be interrogated at once 15 . On the one hand, when it happens to interrogate them, 16 the witnesses (and many times they are the victims at the same time) must stay on board until investigators finish with interviews, which is very stressful for them, especially if they can't make themselves understood because of the language difficulties or, on the other hand, it is also possible that they finished the service and there is a new crew on the vessel and in this latter case it is difficult to reach all of them as the crew member often have different nationality. 17 Piracy is a type of crime where the crew could be held hostage even for months which means that usually the crime scene is already contaminated by the time investigators arrive.
Since on the vessel there is not much space, evidence can be damaged during investigation and there are additional factors contributing to the loss of evidence, these are due to weather conditions (e.g. humidity or the strong wind) or the special location (a vessel is always rolling).
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Besides, problems around jurisdiction and difficulties in administration can also have a negative effect on investigation. When a piracy incident happens, different actors are involved: first of all, the crew and those (usually military forces) who were the fastest to arrive at the scene, then policemen, inspectors, the owners of the ship, the security company and the prosecutors. It is easy to conclude that timing and acting fast are key issues when investigating, but since there are so many participants who would like to react quickly, there is often a serious misunderstanding of competence among them which also sets back the investigation.
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States realized that this procedure required so much effort, that the international community 20 recognized the need for transnational co-operation and tried to specify the methods of evidence gathering and relied on INTERPOL as a coordinating link among national police, military forces and other judicial elements in charge of prosecution. This was an important action since in theory the ---------- Though this decision refers to the specific case of Somalia, the international circulation of data and the coordinating role of INTERPOL are important in overall piracy cases, even in case of those of armed robbery committed in zones controlled by functioning states.
Not only the EU, but the Security Council also agreed on the role of INTERPOL in S/RES/1950 (2010) and S/RES/ 1976 (2011) INTERPOL already had the authorization to deal with this crime 21 , but until Somali piracy and armed robbery emerged, there had been no need for any concrete action. The same applies to the regulation of the SUA convention which also emphasizes the importance of assistance in case of investigations 22 . So far the IMO has dealt with the question in detail 23 since it defines who investigators are and gives best practices about the special training of investigators: not only because of the special scene, but also how to handle exhausted and stressed people in order to interview them. 24 However -similarly to a Security Council resolution 25 -it does not forget about the fact that the offenders, those who plan, organize, finance or facilitate piracy operations are usually land-based and could be involved in smuggling and trafficking as well. However, the most serious problem is in functioning states where piracy, armed robbery and the above-mentioned land-based crimes go hand in hand, but it is not an investigation strategy question, it is more about a consent among states and the task to settle the problematic jurisdictional questions. Nonetheless, the IMO Code attempts to create cooperation among the affected states 26 , contains the responsibilities of those arriving first at the scene 27 and contains very detailed information 28 how to conduct the interviews with witnesses. It calls the attention of investigators to be very careful since the legal norms concerning the prosecution could be different than the rules of that state where the investigators are from and sometimes even years can pass by until it is possible to hold a trial so the evidence must be in satisfactory condition for a long time.
The INTERPOL also provides help in form of equipment and training specialized in evidence collecting on high seas 29 . They also seem to get closer to resolve the problem that it has been almost impossible to catch the real leaders who work and finance piracy from behind. TERPOL and supported mainly by the EU NAVFOR, the US Navy and the Seychelles is an important step on this road.
Though international organizations are fairly new subjects to public international law, by now they have a decisive role in international relations. The INTERPOL has also realized it and in order to investigate these crimes more effectively, it started to cooperate with many organizations and it also supports cross-sector partnerships (with NGOs and companies).
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Not only the INTERPOL but also the United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) helps states with special mobile kits for investigations, for example it supported the Seychelles with a major pack which is important as it has contributed to successful trials held in Spain, the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany and in the United States by delivering the necessary evidence. It is also very important that now there exists a database of fingerprints for in some of the cases the prosecution was based only on this evidence and it could be proven that these people were the perpetrators in previous cases. 31 However, we must note that there are different databases and information centres working in Asia too (Singapore, Malaysia) the only consideration is that 'the usage of private databases has to be compatible with the laws governing the investigation'
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In conclusion, there are promising initiatives based on the international cooperation, but it would be important to involve shipping industry even more 33 and to improve communication not only at an international level, but also among the direct actors like inspectors, coastguards, naval authorities and all actors participating in law enforcement.
IV. The Difficulties Affecting the Trial
In order to try the suspects they need to be transferred to the state where they will be prosecuted and it is possible by means of transfer agreements. These agreements are usually concluded by states involved in an incident and that are part of a counter-piracy programme and those regional states that may not be directly involved, but criminalize piracy in the domestic law and also undertake the task to prosecute pirates. In return the different international organizations and their programmes can support capacity-building financially in the region.
----------30 E.g. United Nations, European Union, African Union but it also works together with the International Maritime Organization or Eurojust.
http The European Union and its EUNAVFOR has an agreement with Kenya and some states signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with regional states. Obviously, it is a beneficial and practical solution since this is a serious logistical challenge for many states, not to mention the jurisdictional issues, besides, these prosecutions are expensive and so these states can evade the question of asylum seekers. 34 However, the regulation of the agreements assures human rights of the suspected to be respected and as we will see in the following, this is a problematic issue.
Basically there are two types of states: regional countries prosecuting pirates mainly upon transfer agreements (e.g. Kenya, Mauritius, the Seychelles, Tanzania) and those states involved in an incident directly (e.g. the Netherlands, Belgium, Denmark, Germany, France, Spain, the USA, Malaysia, India, Japan, the Republic of Korea) that initiate these, but occasionally they prosecute pirates themselves and, as a unique category, we have Somalia itself (Puntland or Somaliland). In chapter II it was mentioned that some states involved in piracy incidents don't have any (more specific) regulation than the one contained in the UNCLOS, so there are serious technical issues, not to mention that even if it is regulated in the national law, the judges are not trained for the unique characteristics of these cases and they lack the experience since many of the judges rarely meet these crimes during his career and at least never on a daily basis. It is also an important motivation for the latter category of states to sign transfer agreements or MOU.
As it was mentioned above, usually these prosecutions mean a considerable financial burden on states, one of the reasons is because piracy is a crime which is committed in an organized form by a group of people, so there are always more than one suspected (usually around 10) and most of the cases could be decided only upon the statements of victims. Therefore the perpetrators, victims, witnesses and evidence must be moved to the location of trial which has its own costs. 35 It also means that it is almost impossible to find evidence if it was in the criminal stage of suspicion, just before attempting the crime.
These people often don't have any documentation that can prove their identity or age, which causes serious setback and judges have to be especially careful when they prosecute underage people.
It must be also mentioned that the basic human rights of these people must be respected, therefore they have the right for a fair trial 36 , including that they ---------- 34 Priddy, Casey-Maslen, p.44. 35 Ibid. 36 Including the basic principles of the presumption of being innocent, to be prosecuted in a reasonable time by impartial judges, right to appeal etc. must be provided with legal aid and translation or language they can understand and this is also expensive.
As a matter of fact, the most relevant and questionable issue about human rights is in connection with detention and the transfer. In December 2014, in the case of Ali Samatar v. France, 37 the European Court of Human Rights (ECHR) held that France had to pay a compensation to Somali pirates because France violated their rights to freedom and security. The incidents happened in 2008 when the pirates hijacked two ships and the French military captured them. They were detained in custody for 4 and 6 days before the trial could start in France so they weren't tried in 48 hours. Regulation like this exist in the national law of other states as well, for example in Germany the following day after the arrest, the suspects must be tried. It can be easily concluded that it is technically impossible to keep these deadlines and the decision of the ECHR can lead to a controversial situation. There has always been an uncertainty because of the lack of capacity, the absence of certain criminal norms, the unclarified jurisdiction and logistical problems that made the period of detention longer and because of this it usually happened that those who captured pirates released them. This tendency has seemed to stop, but the decision of the ECHR doesn't support this trend.
As it was mentioned earlier, many states (especially in Europe and the United States) find it uncomfortable to face the issue of asylum seekers. Whether we examine the situation of pirates from the aspect of refugee law or from international human rights law, we find a common ground: the principle of nonrefoulement. The point of the principle is that it prohibits the removal of individuals to a state where there is a real risk of being exposed to torture, cruel or inhuman treatment, so where his certain human rights could be violated. However, this is just a broad description since this principle can be interpreted in more ways depending on the certain area.
According to refugee law, the basic document is the 1951 Refugee Convention sets the well-known definition of refugee 38 and defines non-refoulement: 'No Contracting State shall expel or return (refouler) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of territories where his right to life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion'.
The question is whether states should apply this principle to pirates. The answer seems to be 'no', for the pirates cannot be regarded as refugees, they don't leave their home country because of a 'well-founded' fear, but in order to ---------- commit a crime, which is the other reason why they can't be considered as refugees. So can we assure that the content of non-refoulement doesn't apply to them as their life is not threatened there because of reason mentioned in the definition.
If we take international human rights law into consideration, we can rely on the 1984 UN Convention against Torture (CAT) which declares in its Art. 3. that '(1) No State Party shall expel, return or extradite a person to another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he would be in danger of being subjected to torture. (2.) For the purpose of determining whether there are such grounds, the competent authorities shall take into account all relevant considerations including, where applicable, the existence in the State concerned of a consistent pattern of gross, flagrant or mass violations of human rights. ' This article sets a regulation applicable to everybody, no matter if they are not refugees in the previous sense or if they committed a crime, so it can be applied in case of pirates 39 . The other basic document used in this field is the 1966 International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights it contains the prohibition of torture 40 : 'No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment… .' This is explained more broadly in the General Comments:' 9. In the view of the Committee, States parties must not expose individuals to the danger of torture or cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment upon return to another country by way of their extradition, expulsion or refoulement. States parties should indicate in their reports what measures they have adopted to that end.' 41 The third international treaty that non-refoulement is relied on from the aspect of human rights is the 1950 Convention on Human Rights, its Article 3 is about the prohibition of torture, that is, just like in the previous case, applies to everybody and contains not only torture but inhuman and degrading treatment or punishment.
The third aspect of human rights that is also in connection with non-refoulement and transfer. International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights as its article 6 contains the right to life 44 and the general opinion is that those states that don't apply death penalty mustn't transfer or extradite a person to a state where there is a real risk to face such a penalty. 45 Agreements generally contain these diplomatic assurances not only in case of death penalty but states would also like to evade that pirates would be exposed to inhuman treatment or torture, but there are several signs that states sometimes don't regard it binding, so they don't necessarily mean real protection, though in connection with death penalty it is kept. 46 Though it is an interesting fact that the expected sentence of pirates captured by France and transferred to the Seychelles increases from an average sentence of seven years in French courts, to nearly 15 in the Seychelles. In case of the U.S. transferring pirates to Kenya, it decreases from life in prison to roughly nine years 47 Even though piracy causes serious damage and financial loss, because of all the above-mentioned, there is still no public interest which negatively affects the success of trials.
In order to examine what happens after the trial and how the judgements are enforced in reality, it is worth taking a look at the cases of Somali piracy since these judgements are available and their afterlife can also be followed up, so these could show us important lessons to be learnt.
The convicted people guilty of piracy sometimes get a long punishment that must be served in prison. The sentence could be served in different states depending on who captured them, which state they were transferred into and where the trial was held, however most of the prosecutions took place in Somalia and Kenya, so they have a significant experience in the imprisonment of the perpetrators. Besides, Mauritius, the Seychelles and Tanzania have relevant role in prosecution but it is based on the same scheme in all of the above-mentioned states. Nowadays, as the Gulf of Guinea became the centre of piracy attacks it is worth observing the Kenyan examples for the situation in e.g. prison conditions, capacity building, legal clinics, the training of judges and prison officials are basically the same. However these prosecutions clearly have advantages and can serve as a model to learn or benefit from, these don't mean a solution for piracy in other regions. 48 The basic problem was with prison facilities 49 and although by the support of UNODC and the EU, it was possible to build new blocks to increase the capacity of prisons, yet the tension remained. From a legal aspect, the prison has several functions, but not only restrictive ones like detaining somebody, but also leading perpetrators back to society and normal life, where it is possible, in some cases it's obviously not an option.
Since piracy must be treated in an integrated way, it was great idea to provide different facilities for convicted people (e.g. physical activities, teaching them basic language or mathematic skills 50 ) and so the state can increase the rate of employment as they need workers for this capacity-building.
If there is a problematic point of this, then we must mention that prisoners usually serve their sentence in a prison especially built for pirates and referring to what is mentioned above, these are rather new, often built by Western European standards, providing more facilities, so they are not really like average prisons in the region. The aim is rehabilitation so they can get basic education etc. The problem is that other criminals serve under very bad circumstances. From European aspect these old prisons are considered to be inhuman, but this is due to the economic situation and what increases this tension is that even the guards work in worse environment and sometimes they even live without modern taps and clear water or electricity.
Nonetheless, the regional prosecution seems to be the most effective and many states and international organizations support states like Kenya, we mustn't forget that if there are only certain states prosecuting pirates it can lead to an overburden of the judicial system 51 no matter the financial support or the training facilities.
V. Conclusions
As we could see there are several setbacks in the way of a successful trial that don't make it easy for judges to decide upon piracy cases. These obstacles are partly legal difficulties and partly due to certain political considerations.
In this paper I attempted to summarize briefly what the necessary components to a prosperous piracy prosecution are as setting the jurisdiction, this is where it all starts, then the fair trial and in order to achieve this, the efficient investigation and evidence gathering and we must also take care about what happens after the trial and how the pirates serve their punishment.
----------49 E.g. the Seychelles doesn't have many prisons, so those who are prosecuted here are usually transferred to Somalia to serve their sentence in prison. 50 The report has shown that prisoners were very cooperative, attended at classes and had appreciated the education they got. UNODC Counter Piracy Programme, Issue Eleven, March 2013, p.19. 51 Piquet, p. 251.
It is a multisectoral answer what is needed to piracy, to improve communication among these sectors and involve shipping industry more in the proceedings.
The international organizations support this process financially and in the form of special trainings and databases which is very useful to eliminate this crime, however the basic reason must be settled and these are the lack of good governance and poverty.
Though the case of Somalia is very exceptional, it is the first time the international community seriously attempted to take actions. This is important as piracy is an ever shifting crime: if it decreases somewhere, it increases somewhere else, it is always present, so it would be very important to implement these strategies in different regions with regard to the specific characteristics of that region as obviously different solutions are needed in case of Asia or in the Gulf of Guinea. However this is a common ground and many lessons learnt in connection with Somalia could be adaptable. 
